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Introduction



Ahmed Aboulnaga

▸ Senior Principal at Maximus

▸ Master’s degree in Computer Science from George Mason University

▸ Recent emphasis on cloud, DevOps, middleware, security in current projects

▸ Oracle ACE Pro, OCE, OCA

▸ Author, Blogger, Presenter

▸ @Ahmed_Aboulnaga 
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About Me



▸What are these cloud best practices frameworks?

▸ Are they useful?

About This Presentation
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Presentation Abstract

As AWS became a viable cloud service provider with wide adoption, Amazon introduced back in 2015
the “AWS Well-Architected Framework” which provides architectural best practices across five pillars.
Similarly, Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) introduced their own “OCI Best Practices Framework.” This
framework covers best practices for four “business goals” that include: security and compliance,
reliability and resiliency, performance and cost optimization, and operational efficiency.

Learning about and adopting these recommended best practices help you design and operate cloud
topologies that deliver maximum business value.

These best practices are the result of years of experience with thousands of cloud customers creating
architectures that are meant to be secure, highly performant, resilient, and efficient. While not overly
complex this framework can be intimidating for those newly embarking on their cloud journey; this
presentation introduces the framework, walks through the business goals, and highlights some of the
elements and strategies to give you a stronger idea of how this framework can benefit you.



The “Architect” Role



▸ Two main types come to mind:

- Solution Architect (emphasis on business solutions) 

- Enterprise Architect (all aspects of IT architecture)

▸ Enterprise Architects generally design the 

infrastructure from the ground up:

- Including applications, servers, storage, network, 

security, etc.

▸ The Architect plays multiple roles

- Planning

- Presenting

- Leading

- Consulting

▸ Salaries can range from $120k to $220k

Role of an IT Architect
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HARD SKILLS

► Systems Architecture

► IT Security

► IT Management

► Virtualization

SOFT SKILLS

► Communication

► Organization

► Analysis

► Management

► TOGAF = The Open Group Architecture Framework

► The TOGAF Standard is a standard of The Open Group

► Proven Enterprise Architecture methodology and framework

► A certification for IT professionals and architects

Skills Required for an Architect

What is TOGAF?



Experiences of a Legacy Architect
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We want to launch 
our next-gen web 
application to the 

world!



Experiences of a Legacy Architect
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We can’t have public 
users connect to our 
app server directly!



Experiences of a Legacy Architect
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Let’s put a web 
server in the DMZ

and add some 
firewalls!



Experiences of a Legacy Architect
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Get some load 
balancers and create 

some clusters for 
high availability!



Experiences of a Legacy Architect
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How about redundant 
storage?

Get some RAID 10!



Experiences of a Legacy Architect
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We need to deploy a 
security tool to scan all 

our servers regularly 
for vulnerabilities!



Experiences of a Legacy Architect
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Let’s not forget 
disaster recovery! We 
also have to sync the 
storage between data 

centers!



▸ The role of a Cloud Architect is similar to 
that of an Enterprise Architect

▸ Responsible for the cloud computing 
design and strategy for an organization

▸ Involved in designing the deployment, 
management, and monitoring approaches

▸ Skills required similar to that of an 
Enterprise Architect but includes specialized 
understanding of the cloud service provider

The Cloud Architect
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► Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Architect Associate

► Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Architect Professional

► AWS Certified Solutions Architect – Associate

► AWS Certified Solutions Architect – Professional

► Microsoft Certified Azure Solutions Architect Expert

► Google Cloud Professional Cloud Architect

Popular Cloud Architect Certifications



Introducing the AWS Well-Architected Framework



▸ AWS launched web services (2002) and cloud computing (2006)

History of the AWS Well-Architected Framework
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▸ AWS launched web services (2002) and cloud computing (2006)

▸ OCI became generally availability (2016)

History of the AWS Well-Architected Framework
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▸ AWS launched web services (2002) and cloud computing (2006)

▸ OCI became generally availability (2016)

▸ The AWS Well-Architected Framework was first introduced around 2016-2017

History of the AWS Well-Architected Framework
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Pillars of the AWS Well-Architected Framework
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https://aws.amazon.com/architecture/well-architected/?wa-lens-whitepapers.sort-by=item.additionalFields.sortDate&wa-lens-whitepapers.sort-order=desc

37 pages 45 pages 75 pages

31 pages 34 pages 37 pages



“The AWS Well-Architected Framework helps you 

understand the pros and cons of decisions you make 

while building workloads in the cloud”

“By using the Framework you will learn architectural 

best practices for designing and operating reliable, 

secure, efficient, and cost-effective workloads in the 

cloud”

“It provides a way to consistently measure your 

architectures against best practices and identify 

areas for improvement”

“Having well-architected workload greatly increases 

the likelihood of business success”

What is it?
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There are a number of principles that can help increase 

cloud reliability:

▸ Automatically recover from failure

▸ Test recovery procedures

▸ Scale horizontally to increase aggregate workload 

availability

▸ Stop guessing capacity

▸Manage change in automation

Reliability Pillar Example: Design Principles
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▸ “At AWS, we have always used SOA…”

▸ “Monolithic architectures should be avoided”

Reliability Pillar Example: Workload Architecture
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AWS provides services that allow you to track the 

state of your services during an incident:

▸ Amazon CloudWatch Logs
Store logs and inspect their contents.

▸ Amazon CloudWatch Logs Insights
Fully managed service that enables analysis on massive logs in 

seconds. Provides fast, interactive queries and visualizations.

▸ AWS Config
Observe what AWS Infrastructure was in use at different points in time.

▸ AWS CloudTrail
See which AWS APIs were invoked at what time and by what principal.

Reliability Pillar Example: Monitor Workload Resources
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Overview of the Oracle Enterprise Deployment Guide



About the Enterprise Deployment Guide

▸ Provides a comprehensive, scalable example for installing, 
configuring, and maintaining a secure, highly available, 
production-quality deployment

▸ Resulting environment is known as an enterprise deployment 
topology

▸ Introduces key concepts and best practices

▸ Provides detailed, validated instructions for implementing the 
reference topology

▸ Offers links to supporting documentation that explains 
concepts, reference material, and additional options

The Oracle Enterprise Deployment Guide
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“Note that the enterprise deployment topologies described

in the enterprise deployment guides cannot meet the exact

requirements of all Oracle customers. In some cases, you

can consider alternatives to specific procedures in this

guide, depending on whether the variations to the topology

are documented and supported by Oracle.”



▸ Example: Describes 1 of 3 installation and configuration options for Oracle Fusion Middleware

▸ Use this guide to help you plan, prepare, install, and configure a multi-host, secure, highly 

available, production topology for selected Oracle Fusion Middleware products

When to Use the Enterprise Deployment Guide
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“Build Your Own” Enterprise Topology Flow Chart
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▸ Amazon RDS Proxy improves application recovery time after database failovers

▸ Improves failover times by 30-60%

▸ Provides connection pooling, multiplexing, and graceful failover

▸ Resiliency to database failures by automatically connecting to a standby DB instance while 
preserving application connections

▸ Helps with planned and unplanned failovers via active connection monitoring and for client 
connection pools thanks to retaining idle connections through failovers

AWS Cloud Best Practice?
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OCI Best Practices



Oracle Architecture Center
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Oracle Architecture Center

Design, develop, and implement 

your cloud, hybrid, and on-

premises workloads with 

guidance from Oracle architects, 

developers, and other experts 

versed in Oracle technologies 

and solutions.

https://docs.oracle.com/en/solutions/



Oracle Architecture Center
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Oracle Architecture Center
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Oracle Architecture Center
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▸ For each business goal, the best practices are organized based on key focus areas

OCI Best Practices: Business Goals
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▸Compute sizing

▸Storage strategy

▸Network monitoring and tuning

▸Cost tracking and management

Performance and Cost Optimization

▸User authentication

▸Resource isolation and access control

▸Compute security

▸Database security

▸Data protection

▸Network security

Security and Compliance

▸Fault-tolerant network architecture

▸Service limits and quotas

▸Data backup

▸Scaling

Reliability and Resilience

▸Deployment strategy

▸Workload monitoring

▸OS management

▸Support

Operational Efficiency

https://docs.oracle.com/en/solutions/oci-best-practices/



▸ Personas map architect roles within OCI organizations

About Personas
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Persona Description Business Goal

Application Architect Creator and curator of custom applications to be hosted on a cloud 
platform

▸ Security and Compliance

▸ Reliability and Resilience

Cloud Architect Responsible for taking the needs and requirements of a workload 

and organizing the best services and solutions for the deployed 
state of the host environment

▸ Security and Compliance

▸ Operational Efficiency

▸ Reliability and Resilience

DevOps Architect Responsible for identifying the utility of virtualization and automation 

tools from the operations side and the process and skill set of the 
development side

▸ Operational Efficiency

▸ Security and Compliance

▸ Reliability and Resilience

Enterprise Architect Responsible for an organization’s overall technology strategy ▸ Operational Efficiency

▸ Security and Compliance

▸ Reliability and Resilience

▸ Performance Efficiency and Cost Optimization

Infrastructure Architect Responsible for matching application requirements to compute and 
storage capabilities

▸ Reliability and Resilience

▸ Operational Efficiency

▸ Security and Compliance

Network Architect Responsible for ensuring application connectivity is resilient, 
performant, and secure

▸ Security and Compliance

▸ Reliability and Resilience

Security Architect Responsible for ensuring application components are implemented 
securely

▸ Security and Compliance

▸ Performance Efficiency and Cost Optimization

▸ Operational Efficiency



The 4 Business Goals – Table of Contents
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❖ About Effective Strategies for 

Security and Compliance

❖ Manage Identities and 

Authorization Policies

❖ Isolate Resources and Control 

Access

❖ Secure Your Databases

❖ Protect Data at Rest

❖ Ensure Secure Network Access

❖ Monitor and Audit Your 

Environment

❖ Optimize the Security Posture of 

Your Environment

❖ About Reliable and Resilient Cloud 

Topology Practices

❖ Design for Scalability

❖ Manage Your Service Limits

❖ Define Your Network and 

Connectivity Architecture

❖ Understand the Health of Your 

Workload

❖ Back Up Your Data

❖ About Performance Efficiency 

and Cost Optimization Practices

❖ Plan the Compute Resources

❖ Decide Your Storage Solution

❖ Tune and Monitor Network

❖ Track and Manage Usage and 

Cost

❖ About Best Practices for 

Operating Cloud 

Deployments Efficiently

❖ Plan Your Deployment 

Strategy

❖ Monitor Your Workload

❖ Manage Your Operating 

Systems

❖ Support Your Operations

Performance & Cost Optimization Operational EfficiencySecurity & Compliance Reliability & Resilience



Diving into the “Security & Compliance” Business Goal
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❖ About Effective Strategies for 

Security and Compliance

❖ Manage Identities and 

Authorization Policies

❖ Isolate Resources and Control 

Access

❖ Secure Your Databases

❖ Protect Data at Rest

❖ Ensure Secure Network Access

❖ Monitor and Audit Your 

Environment

❖ Optimize the Security Posture of 

Your Environment

Security & Compliance



Final Thoughts



Comparing Scalability Best Practices Between AWS and OCI (1 of 2)
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Comparing Scalability Best Practices Between AWS and OCI (2 of 2)
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The AWS Well-Architected Tool
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Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

▸ The AWS Well-Architected Tool is available at no charge in the AWS Management Console

▸ No equivalent tool found for OCI Best Practices



The AWS Well-Architected Tool
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The AWS Well-Architected Tool
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The AWS Well-Architected Tool
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The AWS Well-Architected Tool
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The AWS Well-Architected Tool
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The AWS Well-Architected Tool
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The AWS Well-Architected Tool
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The AWS Well-Architected Tool
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The AWS Well-Architected Tool
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The AWS Well-Architected Tool
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The AWS Well-Architected Tool
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3rd Party Companies
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▸ 3rd party companies provide checklist 

type services to benchmark your 

architecture against the AWS Well-

Architected Framework 

▸ These services are intended to 

accelerate and optimize your cloud 

performance

▸ No equivalent found for OCI Best 

Practices, but many specialized Oracle 

consulting companies can assist



▸ Young or beginner architects should 
thoroughly go through this documentation to 
familiarize themselves with concepts

Final Thoughts
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▸ Experienced architects may find the OCI 
Best Practices information too high-level and 
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Final Thoughts
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understand cloud specific capabilities
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▸ Young or beginner architects should 
thoroughly go through this documentation to 
familiarize themselves with concepts

▸ Experienced architects may find the OCI 
Best Practices information too high-level and 
academic in nature

▸ Newly appointed cloud architects may 
benefit from a one-time skim through to 
understand cloud specific capabilities

▸May be beneficial to create your own 
checklist against these best practices

Final Thoughts
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